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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate the malignancy rate of focal thyroid incidentaloma (fTI) in
a population of patients undergoing a 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission
tomography–computed tomography (FDG PET–CT) for a non-thyroid purpose.
Design: We conducted a prospective cohort study from January 2013 to November 2014.
All consecutive patients referred for a FDG PET–CT were prospectively screened. Patients
with known neoplastic thyroid disease were excluded from the analysis. All patients
presenting one or more fTI and who accepted to benefit from a complementary thyroid
ultrasonography (US) were included and managed according to the French endocrine
society consensus. Prevalence of fTI in our population and malignancy rate was assessed.
Results: During the inclusion period, 10,171 patients were referred for a FDG PET–CT
in our center. Fifty-three patients presenting a known thyroid disease were excluded.
Among the remaining 10,118 patients, 127 (1.3%) with 131 fTI were individualized. US
could not be performed in 37 patients. The remaining 90 patients (92 fTI) were explored
by US ± fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB). US results demonstrated a nodule aspect in
80 cases of which 60 benefited from FNAB. Nineteen of 92 fTI underwent surgery with
10 malignant lesions among the 60 patients performing both US and FNAB.
Conclusion: The prevalence of fTI discovered on FDG PET–CT in our population was 1.3%
with 10 malignant lesions among the 60 patients performing both US and FNAB.
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Introduction
Thyroid incidentaloma (TI) is a thyroid lesion discovered
in patients undergoing an imaging for a non-thyroid
purpose. In a retrospective study, Steele and coworkers
found that the prevalence of TI fortuitously highlighted
during carotid duplex ultrasonography varies from
9.4% to 27.0% (1). In cervical computed tomography
(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans,
studies show a prevalence of TI nearly to 16% (2, 3).
The common use of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
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positron emission tomography–computed tomography
(PET–CT) in the field of oncology leads to a whole body
imaging allowing to the discovery of unexpected lesions.
TI could be discovered in such situation and according
to the risk of underlying cancer, explorations have to
be discussed. In FDG PET–CT, TI may appear as a focal
FDG uptake (fTI) or as diffuse thyroid uptake (dTI) of the
thyroid parenchyma. A recent meta-analysis of thirty
studies, mostly retrospective, found a prevalence of 1.6%
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and 2.1% for fTI and dTI, respectively (4). Moreover, in
another meta-analysis, malignancy rate of fTI was as
high as 34.6% (IC 95% 29.3–40.2) (5). Only few studies
proposed a prospective design to investigate prevalence
and malignancy rate of fTI in FDG PET–CT exams (6).
In the series of Ohba and coworkers, malignancy rate
was assessed in a selected population of 1501 healthy
volunteers with a mean age of 43.5 ± 9.7 years (6).
However, to our knowledge, no prospective study was
conducted in an unselected population.
The objective of this prospective study was to evaluate
the prevalence fTI in a large unselected population
of patient referred for a FDG PET–CT and to assess its
malignancy rates.

Materials and methods

Endocrine Connections

Population
From January 2013 to November 2014, we screened
prospectively all consecutive patients referred to the
Nuclear Medicine Department of Brest University Hospital
to perform a FDG PET–CT. Patients with known neoplastic
thyroid disease were excluded from the analysis. fTI was
defined as the presence of a focal FDG thyroid uptake
(single or multiple) on FDG PET–CT higher than the
adjacent thyroid parenchyma uptake. Patients showing
one or more fTI were selected even if scans showed an
additional dTI. Selected patients were offered to perform
a cervical ultrasonography (US). All patients who consent
to perform an additional US were included.

Management of fTI
Patients included were managed according to French
endocrine society guidelines and explored by a neck
US ± a fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) (7). Based on
the results of the investigations, patients medical care
was done in compliance with current recommendations
consisted with several possibilities: abstention, fTI
monitoring (clinical follow-up and/or neck US ± FNAB
repetition) or surgical indication.

Imaging procedures
FDG PET–CT indication and ongoing oncologic treatments
were recorded.
FDG PET–CT scan was performed on a Biograph mCT
S64 (Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany). Patients
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fasted 4 h before PET acquisitions, and the blood glucose
level had to be less than 7 mmol/L before injection of
370 MBq (5 MBq/kg) of FDG. For FDG PET quantification,
a standardized uptake value (SUV)-based approach
was used. SUV was defined as follows: SUV = tissue
radioactivity concentration (kBq/mL)/(injected dose
(kBq)/patient weight (g)). Within a spherical volume
of interest (VOI) drawn around fTI area, maximal SUV
(SUVmax) was calculated.
Neck US was performed, using a linear transducer
of 10 MHz on a Toshiba ultrasound Xario SSA-666A, by
an experienced physician (10 years) with the knowledge
of FDG PET–CT results in order to locate the fTI.
Thyroid parenchyma was studied (size, echogenicity
and echostructure) and signs of an eventual thyroiditis
were reported. Thyroid nodules were characterized
according to the usual criteria (dimensions, echogenicity,
echostructure, margins, presence or absence of
macrocalcifiations, microcalcifications and type of
vascularization: absent, peripheral or predominantly
peripheral, central or predominantly central, diffuse).
After initial US exploration, nodules were also classified
according to 3 classifications: Kim’s criteria (8), TIRADS
score (9) and French endocrine society consensus of
2011 (7).
FNAB was proposed for all fTI (s) corresponding
to a thyroid nodule with a size ≥7 mm, in agreement
with French endocrine society consensus (7). FNAB was
performed with a 25G needle under ultrasound guidance
by the same echographist. Two minimum samples were
performed. A single experienced pathologist performed
all cytological interpretation and results were delivered
according to the Bethesda classification in 6 usual categories
(I = nondiagnostic; II = benign; III = atypia/follicular lesion
of undetermined significance (AUS/FLUS); IV = follicular
neoplasm/suspicion for a follicular neoplasm (FN/SFN);
V = suspicious for malignancy; VI = malignant) (10).

Follow-up
An experienced pathologist performed histological
evaluation of the fTI treated surgically. In case of
histologically proven malignant pathology, pTNM staging
according to WHO classification was used (11).
Prevalence of fTI in the whole population was
calculated. The rate of cancer was assessed on the
population showing fTI on FDG PET–CT and was defined
as the number of cancer confirmed histologically or
cytologically (Class VI) relative to the total number of fTI
benefiting from an US + FNAB.
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To define the characteristics of malignant fTI and
compare them with the benign fTI, we classified each fTI
according to cytological and histological data as ‘benign’
or ‘malignant’. In the absence of histological data,
classification was done according to cytological findings,
with Bethesda classification, as benign for thyroid nodules
ranged 2 and malignant for thyroid nodules ranged 5
or 6. Thyroid nodules classified 1, 3 and 4 were classified
as undeterminate.
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Statistics
Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the
study cohort. Continuous variables were summarized as
mean ± s.d. when normally distributed or as median with
interquartile range (IQR) otherwise. Categorical variables
were presented as counts and percentages.
According to FES guidelines and literature data, we
compared usual clinical thyroid cancer risk factors (age
>65 years, male gender), PET–CT parameters (SUVmax
median), US characteristics (4 majors malignancy criteria
defined as presence of marked hypoechogenicity, irregular
margins, more tall than wide dimension and presence of
microcalcifications according to Kim and coworkers) and
indication to a FNAB according to US classifications used
in literature to describe thyroid nodule (TIRADS ≥ 4A,
presence of at least one or more Kim criteria, presence of
at least two or more criteria (hypoechogenicity, irregular
margins, more tall than wide dimension, presence of
microcalcifications and central vascularization) according
to FES guidelines) in each benign or malignant groups
(7, 8, 9). The Fisher exact and Mann–Whitney U tests were
used to make comparisons between groups as appropriate.
All analyses were conducted at the 0.05 significance
level using SPSS Statistics, v20 software.
All patients were then informed of the purpose of the
study and provided an informed consent to participate in
the study.

Results
Population
Between January 3rd, 2013, and October 30th, 2014,
10,171 FDG PET–CT were performed in the Nuclear
Medicine Department of the University Hospital of Brest.
Out of 10,171 patients screened, 53 patients presenting
a known neoplasic thyroid disease were excluded.
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Figure 1
Flowchart selection of fTI in our study.

Among the remaining 10,118 patients, 127 patients
who presented one or more fTI (corresponding to a total
number of 131 fTI) were asked to consent to inclusion in
the study. Ninety patients with 92 fTI agreed to participate
and were explored by US (31 patients by only US and 59
by US and FNAB). Figure 1 displays the study flowchart.
Population characteristics are described in the
Table 1. Mean age was 64.2 ± 11.6 years. Regarding study
of thyroid cancer risk factors in our cohort, 48 of the
90 patients were aged >65 years, 35 of the 90 patients
were male.

Follow-up
Among the 92 fTI included in the cohort and who
benefited from a US ± FNAB, 26 had a surgical indication:
25 with an immediate theoretical indication (23 related
to the suspicious nature of the fTI, 1 Graves’ disease
relapse and 1 for a voluminous goiter) and 1 during the
systematical follow-up showing a significant fTI growth.
Among these 26 fTI with surgical indication, 7 could
not be operated: 6 due to a surgical contra-indication
regarding patient history (recurrent laryngeal paralysis
(n = 1), severe chronic cardiac and respiratory disease
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Table 1 Clinical characteristics and FDG PET–CT data.

Imaging results

Characteristics

In FDG PET–CT, fTI presented a median SUVmax value of
6.4 (interquartile (4.2–11.0)).
Sixty fTI benefited from an US associated with a FNAB
(US ± FNAB + subgroup). In this fTI subgroup, abstention
was proposed for 6, monitoring for 30 and surgical
indication for 24. Details of fTI care according to FNAB
results are shown in Fig. 2.
Thirty-two fTI in 31 patients benefited from a neck
US without FNAB (US ± FNAB-subgroup). FNAB was not
performed by impossibility in 9 cases (2 patients refusal,
2 patients treated by oral anticoagulant at the time of US
and 5 patients who presented an inaccessible fTI to FNAB)
or by the absence of US indication in 22 cases (1 with
size <7 mm, 19 without nodule or typical pseudonodular
aspect and 2 benefiting from a surgical indication for
another reason).

Value (n = 90)

Age (mean ± s.d.)
Sex (male/female)
FDG PET–CT purpose, n
Initial evaluation of a proven neoplasia
Follow-up of a proven neoplasia
Suspicion of neoplasia
Suspicion of neoplasia recurrence
Research of primitive location
Other reasons
FDG PET–CT neoplastic disease activity, n
Certain
Possible or absent
FDG PET–CT metastatic disease, n
Certain
Possible or absent
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64.2 ± 11.6
45/55
22
27
15
6
5
15
40
50
31
59

(n = 1), severe coronary artery disease (n = 1) and advanced
neoplastic disease (n = 3)) and 1 due to the patient’s
refusal (n = 1).
Forty-nine fTI were offered a systematic monitoring.
Among these 49 fTI, 15 underwent at least one
second US during follow-up (mean duration of
follow-up = 12.9 ± 3.8 months). Finally, 5 had decreased in
size, 9 remained stable and 1 increased in size.
An abstention was proposed for the last 17
remaining fTI.

US characteristics of fTI in our cohort
US characteristics of fTI are detailed in Table 2. Eighty
fTI correspond to a true node aspect on US and 5 to a
typical aspect of pseudonodular thyroiditis. In the
remaining 7 cases, no concordant nodule with fTI was
found sonographically. Regarding the 4 major criteria of

Figure 2
fTI care in patients of US ± FNAB− subgroup and US ± FNAB+ subgroup according to FNAB results.
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Table 2 Ultrasonographical aspect and TIRADS classification
of fTI in our cohort.
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Characteristics of fTI (n = 92)

Value

Node (n = 92)
Present
Absent
Typical pseudonodular aspect
Largest diameter in mm (mean ± s.d.) (n = 78)
Volume in cm3 (mean ± s.d.) (n = 70)
Localization (n = 80)
Left
Right
Purely isthmic
US structure (n = 73)
Cystic
Solid
Mixed predominantly solid
Mixed predominantly cystic
Echogenicity (n = 80)
Marked hypoechogenicity
Hypoechoic
Isoechoic
Hyperechoic
Sides entirely calcified
Margins (n = 77)
Regular
Irregular
More tall than wide (n = 77)
Yes
No
Macrocalcification(s) (n = 78)
Present
Absent
Microcalcification(s) (n = 78)
Present
Absent
Vascularization (n = 72)
Absent
Peripherical or predominantly peripheric
Predominantly intranodular, intranodular
or diffuse
TIRADS (n = 85)*
2
3
4A
4B
5

80
7
5
15.34 ± 9.05
3.07 ± 6.7
33
46
1
1
34
38
0
3
36
36
3
2
67
10
4
73
12
66
11
67
6
30
36
7
31
28
19
0

*80 + 5 typical pseudonodular aspect.

malignancy, fTI presented a marked hypoechogenicity in
3 cases, irregular margins in 10 cases, microcalcifications
in 11 cases and a taller-than-wide shape in 4 cases. No fTI
was classified as TIRADS 5, whereas 19 were classified as
TIRADS 4B.

Cytological characteristics of fTI in our cohort
Cytological results in 60 FNAB concluded as follows: 16
as nondiagnostic or unsatisfactory, 24 as benign, 5 as
http://www.endocrineconnections.org
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AUS/FLUS, 12 as FNS/SFN, 1 as suspicious for malignancy
and 2 as malignant. In class II cytology, 4 corresponded to
a cytological aspect of thyroiditis.

Surgical outcomes and predictive factor
of malignancy
Surgical outcomes Nineteen fTI have finally been
operated and 10 were diagnosed as malignant lesions
histologically proven in light to US ± FNAB+ group (n = 60)
and the whole population (n = 92). Histological nature of
lesion was as follows: papillary thyroid carcinoma (n = 6),
follicular thyroid carcinoma (n = 3) and intra-thyroid
metastasis (n = 2) of 1 renal cell carcinoma and 1 nonsmall-cell lung primary cancer. One fTI revealed to be a
vesicular poorly differentiated carcinoma associated with
micro-metastatic foci of a non-small-cell lung cancer
located inside the thyroid carcinoma. One-third of the 9
primary thyroid cancers had a histological pattern with a
pejorative prognosis: 1 tall cell variant of papillary thyroid
cancer, 1 vesicular poorly differentiated carcinoma and 1
Hurtle cell carcinoma.
Among the 9 benign results, 7 corresponded to a
follicular lesion (including 2 hurtle cell adenomas),
1 to a dystrophic goiter and 1 to a Grave’s disease
histological pattern.
Comparison between benign and malignant fTI
groups Comparison between benign and malign fTI
groups is detailed in Table 3.
According to the available cytological and histological
data, 41 of the 92 fTI could be classified as benign
or malignant.
No clinical criteria were significantly associated with
malignancy in our population. Median SUVmax was
higher in malignant (10.4 (4.5–12.9)) than that in benign
(6.4 (5.1–12.9)) fTI groups without significance (P = 0.649).
Proportion of patients aged 65 years or older was similar
in benign and malignant fTI, respectively (P = 0.75). Male
gender was more represented in malignant than in benign
fTI groups but without significance as well (P = 0.064).
Malignant fTI presented more often marked
hypoechogenicity, irregular margins, ‘more tall than wide
shape’ and microcalcification than benign fTI, but results
were not statistically significant. Proportion of FNAB
indication according to Kim criteria was significantly
higher in malignant than that in benign fTI (P = 0.006).
Comparison between the results of the TIRADS
classification with histological and cytological data
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
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Table 3 Comparison between benign and malign fTI groups.
Benign
(n = 31)

US characteristics

Size (mm; mean ± s.d.)
Hypoechogenicity (n)
Marked hypoechogenicity (n)
Irregular margins (n)
More tall than wide (n)
Microcalcification(s) (n)
Kim criteria* (n)
TIRADS ≥ 4A* (n)
FES guidelines* (n)

Malignant
(n = 10)

17.2 ± 7.1 20.0 ± 16.4
15
8
1
2
3
3
1
2
4
2
4
6
10
9
17
6

P value

0.619
0.145
0.149
0.163
0.156
0.29
0.006
0.238
0.775

*Proportion of FNAB indication according to each US classification.

available is detailed in Table 4. One malignant fTI was
classified TIRADS 3, 3 as TIRADS 4A and 6 as TIRADS 4B.
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Discussion
Our study performed on a large population of unselected
patients, found a prevalence of 1.3% of fTI. Among the
60 fTI explored by US and FNAB, 10 were found to be
malignant. We analyzed a wide population of 10,171
FDG PET–CT in a region of about 1 million habitants with
only one nuclear medicine department equipped with a
PET–CT system. To our knowledge, this is one of the few
studies assessing prospective prevalence and malignancy
rate of fTI (6). Exploration rate was high because more
than 70% of our patients underwent at least one US and
46% underwent an US + FNAB. Among the 60 fTI in this
US + FNAB+ group, 10 were found to be malignant with
a usual prevalence of papillary and follicular thyroid
carcinoma (12).
In this series, we decided to explore only fTI. Indeed,
focal (fTI) and diffuse (dTI) patterns of FDG thyroid uptake
do not have the same significance. Kang and coworkers
showed that the exploration of dTI by cervical ultrasound
revealed a thyroid nodule in only 59.5% of patients while
more than 99.0% of patients with fTI effectively showed a
thyroid node (13). Moreover, several studies showed that
dTI is essentially related to an inflammatory disease of the
Table 4 Correlation between TIRADS classification and
cytological/histological data.
TIRADS (n = 62)

2 (n = 3)
3 (n = 20)
4A (n = 21)
4B (n = 18)
5 (n = 0)

Benign

Undeterminate
(FNAB 1, 3 and 4)

Malignant

1
13
13
4
0

2
6
5
8
0

0
1
3
6
0
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thyroid, such as thyroiditis or more rarely Graves’ disease
(14, 15). A recent meta-analysis also highlighted a low
malignancy risk of 4.4% in dTI (4).
In our cohort, the prevalence of fTI is 1.3%. It remains
slightly lower than the prevalence reported in two different
meta-analyses conducted by Soelberg and coworkers and
Bertagna and coworkers (1.6 and 2.5%, respectively) (4, 5).
Nevertheless, our result is in accordance with previous
studies reporting a prevalence ranging from 0.2 to 8.6%
(16, 17). In our opinion, this large gap demonstrates the
heterogeneity of the population that is limited in our
series because of its prospective nature and the systematic
notification of fTI.
The malignancy rate in our study is also lower than
the rates observed in the literature. Thus, only 10 of the
60 nodules explored by US + FNAB and/or surgery in our
cohort had a confirmed malignant thyroid disease, while
malignancy rates reported in meta-analysis range from
19.8% to 36.2% (4, 5, 18, 19). Several hypotheses may
explain this difference. Firstly, 7 of our 26 patients had
surgical indication but could not be operated. This can
lead to an underestimation of the prevalence of malignant
fTI in our cohort. Another hypothesis is the retrospective
nature of currently available studies, which led to selection
bias and probably increases the prevalence of malignant
lesions (18). Indeed, only the most suspicious lesions were
explored and benefited from a FNAB ± surgery. In their
meta-analysis, Treglia and coworkers highlighted that only
a limited proportion of fTI detected by FDG PET or FDG
PET/CT underwent cytology or histology confirmation.
Therefore, the calculation of malignancy rate, based on
cytological and pathology data only, did not consider all
the fTI and this may represent a selection bias (18).
Regarding cytological data, a large proportion of fTI in
our cohort presented a non-contributive cytology (16/60)
and indeterminate cytology (17/60). These proportions
are higher than the results expected according to the
Bethesda classification: <10% and nearly 20% for noncontributive and indeterminate (III/IV) cytologies,
respectively (20). These high proportions may explain why
we found only 24 benign cytologies in our study. Finally,
4 of the 24 benign fTI corresponded to a cytological aspect
of thyroiditis. Thus, thyroiditis may also induce fTI and
not only dTI. A recent study demonstrated that 2 of the
31 fTI described in FDG PET/CT showed a focal aspect of
Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (21).
No predictor of malignancy was found in our cohort,
despite a strict gold standard for comparison of benign
and malignant ITF (excluding lesions with indeterminate
or non-contributive cytology’s (classes 1, 3 and 4)).
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
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SUVmax values in FDG PET–CT were not significantly
associated with a higher malignancy rate. However,
SUVmax is a semi-quantitative parameter that reflects
metabolic activity but not specifically malignant nature.
For fTI, the usefulness of SUVmax to distinguish benign
from malignant lesions has been proven in many studies
(22, 23, 24) and reviewed in several meta-analysis (4, 5).
However, no safe cut-off has been identified. Indeed,
many benign lesions could present a high FDG avidity
such as Hurthle cell adenomas (5, 25) probably because
of their high number of mitochondria (26). In a recent
review, Bertagna and coworkers highlighted that
approximately half of the papers reported a statistically
difference between SUVmax of benign and malignant
lesions, whereas the other showed the opposite (5). Our
results are then consistent with literature with a nonsignificant slightly higher median SUVmax in malignant
than in benign fTI.
Neck ultrasound (US) has become the reference imaging
for exploration of thyroid nodules. Many authors have
assessed US characteristics of thyroid nodules to predict
malignancy. Several classifications have therefore been
established and evaluated according to their performance
to predict whether a nodule is malignant and benign. Kim
criteria are the oldest, based on the presence of at least
one of 4 major criteria (marked hypoechogenicity, more
tall than wide shape, irregular margin and presence of
microcalcifications) to characterize a nodule as malignant
(8). More recently, the TIRADS score has been developed
to propose a classification of the nodule in several
categories ranging from TIRADS 2–5, corresponding to
a probability of malignancy (low risk of malignancy for
TIRADS 4A and high risk of malignancy for TIRADS 4B
and 5) (9). According to TIRADS score and the nodule
size, Russ and coworkers proposed to perform or not a
FNAB (9). For fTI, the French Society of Endocrinology
consensus recommended as for it to perform a FNAB in
case of nodule size ≥7 mm (7). More recently, American
Thyroid Association recommended a clinical evaluation
and to perform a FNAB in case of nodule size ≥10 mm (27).
Literature is rich about the usefulness of ultra
sonography to explore thyroid nodules. Paradoxically,
studies that specifically assessed US performance
for malignancy prediction in fTI are rare. Kwak and
coworkers assessed 87 fTI by US using the 4 Kim criteria
and the thyroid nodule was classified as ‘suspicion of
malignancy’ or ‘probably benign’ (28). In their cohort,
the rate of malignancy was high estimated as 48.3%. US
performance showed a sensitivity of 88% and a specificity
of 73% to predict malignancy. Authors suggested that US
http://www.endocrineconnections.org
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remained useful and provide a better characterization
of nodules. In a recent retrospective study assessing 66
fTI by using TIRADS score in US. Most of the thyroid
nodules were scored 4A. Thereby, 30 percent (20/66) of
fTI were considered as malignant with 4, 9 and 7 nodules
ranged TIRADS 4A, 4B and 5, respectively. Moreover,
no fTI were ranged TIRADS 2 or 3. Then, the authors
concluded that TIRADS score remains valid for the study
of fTI (29).
In our study, proportion of FNAB indication according
to Kim criteria was significantly higher in malignant
than that in benign fTI (P = 0.006). This association was
not showed for FES Guidelines or TIRADS classifications.
Indeed, for TIRADS classification, 10 of the 31 benign fTI
had an FNAB indication in our cohort. This point could
be explained by the large proportion of thyroid nodules
classified TIRADS 4A in our cohort suggesting a low
specificity of malignancy. This large proportion of TIRADS
4A thyroid node (45%) was also retrieved in the study by
Dierick-Gallet and coworkers (29).
Our study has several limitations. Firstly, it is a singlecenter study including only Caucasian population that
does not allow extending our results to other ethnicity.
Secondly, a substantial proportion of patients refused US,
and this point may be a selection bias. Finally, although
the study was conducted on a very large population, the
unexpected low prevalence of fTI in our cohort (1.3%),
the small effective of fTI responding to the gold standard
(n = 41) and the low malignancy rate, induced a very low
statistical power for assessing a potential predictive of
malignancy criteria of fTI.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our study is to our knowledge one of the
few prospective studies assessing the prevalence and
malignancy rate of fTI. We found a prevalence of 1.3% in
our cohort that appears compatible with those described
previously in the literature but with a malignancy rate
of 16.6% lower than that published in recent metaanalyses. Medical care of fTI remains complex and is
firstly dependent on the patient’s clinical history and its
neoplastic pathology. The couple neck US + FNAB remains
essential in fTI care although US classifications used seem
less discriminating in this specific situation.
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